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Quantum effects in biology: photosynthesis   
 
Chair: R. Cogdell (University of Glasgow) 
 
Auditor: B. Elias (Université catholique de Louvain, Louvain-la-Neuve) 
 
 
R. Cogdell: We are now beginning the discussion session. We will start with a question from Thomas Renger.  
 
T. Renger: Thank you Richard. I have a question for Rienk Van Grondelle. Rienk, in your experiments, do you see 
any difference in primary charge transfer rate constants depending on the primary donor? Because you have 
indentified the donor based on this rate.  
 
R. van Grondelle: Yes, the charge separation is faster than a picosecond. The charge separation driven by the 
special pair is 3 ps. So you see a fast and slow component with different spectral evolutions.  
 
T. Renger: And you had a third pathway in the special pair? How fast is it?  
 
R. van Grondelle: It is already very difficult to extract two pathways from these data, more complex experiments 
are required to go further in the interpretation.  
 
S. Rice: Greg, you have presented two very interesting overall conclusions. On the one hand, there is a remarkable 
independence of the reactive moiety to the environment. On the other hand, you see directly the effect of coherences 
between the moiety and the surroundings. There is a simultaneous excitation of the environment and the reactive 
part and these are correlated. So we should not think of this in the conventional bath sense, where there is essentially   
the lack of correlation which drives the dissipation.  
 
G. Engel: That is correct. When you have a strong excitation of a dipole in a polarizable medium, you are going to 
have reactions in your polarizable medium and your bath will not be at equilibrium. This system is difficult. There 
are also other mechanisms for how to create longer coherence aside from spatial correlation. If you couple the 
population, then populations, which are naturally long lived, can feed coherences provided you have a coherent bath 
mode that you have lost in the initial excitation. That is another way to get longer coherences. It is not necessarily a 
different mechanism but it can be a different mechanism.   
 
A. Olaya-Castro: This is a technical question for Y. Cheng. How do your variational polaron calculations compare 
to a small polaron transformation only?  
 
Y.-C. Cheng: We did the comparison and it is quite different, especially temperature dependence can be quite 
different.  
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A. Olaya-Castro: This is question for G. Engel. Could you please go back to your first slide when you describe 
classical energy transfer? If I understood correctly, in your understanding of a classical energy transfer, you said that 
it is the case in which coherences and populations are not coupled? 
  
G. Engel: That is what I said. 
 
A. Olaya-Castro: I don’t know what the rest of the audience would think about that but I completely disagree that it 
is the classical picture of an energy transfer. A classical picture of the energy transfer is when you do not have 
coherences at all. The fact that coherences and population are not coupled is not a classical picture. A classical 
picture is when you have no coherences whatsoever.  
 
G. Engel: You are correct. I do not disagree. A picture of classical transport in a quantum system is what is being 
shown here. If we think about incoherent Forster mechanism, this is an incoherent transfer mechanism. We can 
create coherences.  
 
A. Olaya-Castro: I am sorry, I still disagree. I think this is an important point. On your first slide,  you made a good 
point about the language and the concept that we use. I completely disagree that having coherences not coupled to 
populations means that you have a classical picture.  
 
S. Mukamel: I think what Greg is saying is when you look at the transport which means you look only at 
populations, you do not care whether the coherences exist or not, they do not affect the population. So I do not think 
you have a disagreement here. The fact that there are coherences and that he is not looking at them means they do 
not affect the population. That is what he is saying.  
 
T. Pullerits: I have a question for Y.-C. Cheng. I was quite intrigued with this polaron model. We have an 
observation from a long time ago showing that there is a clear evidence of polaron formation in LH2 when you cool 
down the system. I was wondering whether your own model could in some way describe this type of effect?  
 
Y.-C. Cheng: What you are mentioning is about this experiment where I observed a right state?  
 
T. Pullerits: What is observed is the clear increase in stokes shift at lower temperature, at around 200K, there is a 
clear band appearing. You assign this observation to polaron formation. It seems to me that your approach could 
perhaps give more content into this observation.  
 
Y.-C. Cheng: I believe so. About the details, we have to look at the data more seriously. The “take home message” 
here is that this polaron formation dynamics is important, you need to consider it.  
 
R. Harris: This is to Greg. In your cartoon, how do you relate the meaning of the big ball to the non-unitary 
equations? [The cartoon was a ball bouncing on a rough energy landscape.] 
 
G. Engel: What I meant to say with the size of the ball is that in any single element of this ensemble, you have a 
superposition character. As you relax, with non-unitary dynamics, you are transferring the coherence along the 
population, you maintain the superposition character upon relaxation as compared to a circular approximation where 
you would destroy any coherence upon relaxation. 
 
R. Harris: Why can you not have the ball tunnel to these various ones?  
 
G. Engel: There is an enormous number of dynamics left out of my little cartoon. This is not a substitute for a 
dynamics calculation. It is only there to communicate ideas, it is not complete.  
 
R. Harris: But it is related to how the gargoyle on the University of Chicago would look at these states. [Perhaps an 
averaged dynamics is being referred to here.] 
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G. Engel: It is a little gargoyle to be sure. I am trying to communicate the idea of superpositions and how to think 
about robustness in the system. And that is, in my cartoon, the big ball. There are opportunities for better cartoons to 
communicate this idea to people outside of this room and I would challenge all of you to come up with some ideas 
so that this field can grow beyond those who speak.  
 
Y.-C. Cheng: I will make a suggestion about the picture. I think instead of having a big or small ball, you should 
have a big ball smoothing out the energy landscape, the disorders.  
 
A. Aspuru-Guzik: I think, when you look at the molecular dynamics and you actually look at the correlations, you 
find an equal number of positive correlations and negative correlations, namely the correlations that preserve 
coherence and the correlations that destroy coherence. If you take the molecular dynamics calculations, the energy 
transfer correlation is the same.  
 
G. Engel: In the simulation, you see no net positive correlation.  
 
A. Buchleitner: To Greg. In your experiments, what is your control and what are the specifications of the initial 
states? 
 
G. Engel: In terms of control, when we start changing the protein and the environment, we have a native I would 
call a control system. However, when we talk about the two-dimension spectroscopy with a single observation and a 
single technique, we do not have a control. We have our prediction, our basic understanding of how the populations 
and coherences will evolve. But there is no control in a single set of two-dimensional echo experiments.  
 
A. Buchleitner: Is there no way to specify the initial wave packet injected into the complex? 
  
G. Engel: With my system, there is no way to do this. This is the goal of coherent control generally. If you can 
create a perfectly tailored wave packet on a well-defined system, presumably you should be able to do that. 
Personally, I am not able to execute that experiment.  
 
A. Buchleitner: Would you consider it not interesting?  
 
G. Engel: I certainly did not say that either! Only, I cannot do it.  
 
M. Ratner: I am convinced about the robustness of the biology but I would like to understand the robustness of the 
modeling. You used a very simple exciton model. Where do these numbers come from and how robust is this 
dynamics to the magnitude of those numbers and the distribution of those magnitudes?  
 
R. van Grondelle: This is a question of polaron formation. If you redo the ensemble experiments, if the localization 
due to disorder is larger than the localization due to polaron localization, you will not see it because they will be 
hidden by the disorder. This is the reason why we neglected it. I think it is not so strong. We have also done pump 
and probe experiments and other time-resolved experiments on the Fraser example and you can measure the 
localization size in the pump and probe experiments, that is basically after 50 fs, and you find this number 3 or 4 and 
we did it in fluorescence and we found a number 3. So this means there is not so much dynamic localization in these 
systems.  In our experiments, localized excitations move around.  
 
G. Engel: Let me also address M. Ratner’s question. Without the model of polaron, you would not be able to justify 
these population oscillations that I saw in the spectroscopy. You need to have some relatively strong dynamic 
interaction with the bath to see that kind of oscillation.  
 
Y.-C. Cheng: You should carefully perform the quantum chemistry calculations and compare them to experiments.  
 
M. Ratner: In the actual calculations you showed, did you calculate these numbers or did you assume these 
distributions?  
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Y.-C. Cheng: We used the transition density cube method to calculate the couplings. The numbers that showed up 
are typical numbers for these systems. There is a huge distribution for these numbers, typically 0 to 300. The high 
heterogeneity in different parameters  is an important characteristic of the system. .  
 
M. Ratner: Random matrix is actually quite important, so it is not a silly question to ask where do these numbers 
come from.  
 
R.J. Dwayne Miller: The biggest surprise in all this is how long-lived coherences are. Usually, it is under the tenth 
of fs. If you look at the spectral density of states for a molecule in the condensed phase, why is the decoherence so 
fast? My understanding of the decoherence in the condensed phase is that you have this low frequency type motion 
of solvent and side-chains that lead to the incredible fast loss of phase coherence. When you put the molecules in the 
FMO complex, those high frequencies are still there, you are still seeing those short correlations. So I do not 
understand how do you get correlations that lived for so long?  
 
G. Engel: This is certainly a part of the puzzle. If I look at the echo for a single quantum coherence, I see exactly 
the timescales you are talking about. That is why at room temperature the spectra are very broad because it is a zero 
quantum coherence.  
 
R.J. Dwayne Miller: I would have thought that the electronic coupling is so strong that it overcomes the high 
frequencies that usually cause dephasing. But in your 2D spectrum, the lines are sort of narrowing along the 
diagonal.  
 
G. Engel: This is one of the reasons why it is so puzzling.  
 
K. Nelson: When you mentioned the importance of coupling to the bath, I just want to be clear that it is coherences 
that are necessary to produce this, right?  
 
G. Engel: Yes, but my experiments cannot see them.  
 
K. Nelson: It might be possible to see them by probing them with off-resonance wavelength.  
 
G. Engel: That is a very good suggestion.  
 
R. Marcus: It was assumed that the polarization modes are low and indeed most of them are low frequency. But in 
water, there are some high frequency modes associated with vibrational polarization of water. So, if there are any 
such of these vibrational frequency modes in this system, then you will have some high frequency mode.  
 
G. Fleming: There are two factors in the rate of dephasing. One is the spectrum and the other is the magnitude of 
the coupling. The magnitude of the coupling in these systems is incredibly small because there are rigid and because 
it is renormalized from its initial value by the delocalization. The high frequency modes do not matter because the 
energy gaps between these states are much smaller than that. So they may be there but they are not being excited. So 
you have a confluence of factors that produce this, it is not just a single thing. I do not understand how to quantify it 
but I do not think it is particularly surprising, even in the context of what is understood, for example about solvation 
dynamics in water like Rudy mentioned.  
 
